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Abstract Agents compete to solve a problem. Each agent simultaneously chooses either a safe method or a risky method to solve the problem. This paper analyzes a prize scheme as an incentive to induce the optimal risk-taking level which maximizes the designer’s interest. It is shown that whenever the winner-take-all scheme induces excessive risktaking, there exists a prize scheme which induces the optimal risk-taking. Moreover, the existence of such a prize scheme is guaranteed if the number of competitors is su¢ ciently large. Keywords: Optimal prize scheme, Risk taking, Experimentation, Problem solving JEL codes. D82, D83, O32
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Introduction



In economics, a contest is usually studied as an incentive scheme to promote a higher level of investment/e¤ort. However, for some practitioners, a contest is an incentive scheme to induce risk-taking. For example, the X-prize foundation, one of leading innovation prize organizers, emphasizes the importance of risk-taking in innovation and claims that innovation prizes are an e¤ective incentive scheme to promote risk-taking. In fact, in R&D races, whether to take a risk is often a more important decision than how much to invest. In the Human Genome Project, National Institute of Health (NIH) and Celera Genomics competed for determining the sequence of chemical based pairs for human DNA. NIH employed a well known safe method and Celera Genomics employed a risky method whose e¤ectiveness was unknown. In spite of its small budget, Celera Genomics won the race and, consequently, the “risky method”became a popular sequencing method. On the other hand, the winner-take-all scheme is not always an e¤ective incentive scheme. For instance, suppose that a bonus is awarded only to a worker whose sales reach a certain level earlier than other workers. When all workers try a new sales approach to outperform others, the …rm’s expected sales can be lower than in the case where all salespersons use established methods. Hence, the prize designer has to employ an appropriate prize scheme depending on the risk-taking level he wants to induce. This paper analyzes prize schemes as an incentive to induce the optimal risk-taking. Given an optimal risk-taking level, we provide su¢ cient conditions for the existence of a prize scheme which induces the optimal level. In Section 2, we introduce our model. The model consists of a …nite number of agents who compete to solve a common problem. Each agent is endowed with a status quo technology which is private information. Each agent then simultaneously decides whether to use the status quo technology, the "safe method" or try a new technology, the "risky method." Concretely, the time to …nd a solution with the safe method is known, while the time to …nd a solution with the risky method is determined by a random draw. Each agent receives a non-negative prize when he …nds a solution and the size of the prize depends only on the ranking of the time he took to …nd a solution. In Section 3, we analyze the equilibrium. First, we show that, given any prize scheme, 1



any equilibrium is monotonic in the sense that, whenever there is an agent who uses the risky method, an agent with lower status quo technology uses the risky method. Second, we analyze the equilibrium under the winner-take-all scheme and show that the equilibrium is unique. The winner-take-all scheme induces risk-taking even if the risky method tends to take much longer than the safe method. Furthermore, we show that if the number of agents is su¢ ciently large, all agents use the risky method in the equilibrium. Section 4 analyzes the optimal prize scheme which is de…ned as a prize scheme that induces the optimal risk-taking in an equilibrium. We then provide a condition which guarantees the existence of an optimal prize scheme. Concretely, it is shown that whenever the winner-take-all scheme induces an excessive risk-taking given an optimal risk-taking level, the existence of an optimal prize scheme is guaranteed. The idea of this result is the following. Note that, by rewarding lower ranked agents, the designer can reduce the competitive pressure of the prize scheme. Thus, whenever the competitive pressure of the winner-takeall scheme induces an excessive risk-taking, the designer can induce the optimal level by reducing the competitive pressure of the prize. Since the winner-take-all scheme induces the highest possible level of risk-taking with a su¢ ciently large number of agents, the existence of an optimal prize scheme is guaranteed if the number of agents is su¢ ciently large. Section 5 concludes this paper with a discussion. Related literature. Since agents compete to …nd a solution, our model is categorized as a strategic search model. Unlike other strategic search models such as Fershtman and Rubinstein (1997), Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1980) where agents choose search intensity, the agent in our model chooses the level of risk-taking. In this respect, our model is closer to contest models where agents choose the level of risk-taking, e.g., Hvide and Kristiansen (2003), and Krakel (2008). Our model also belongs to the literature which designs a rank dependent reward scheme as an optimal incentive scheme, e.g., Lazear and Rosen (1981), Taylor (1995), Moldovanu and Sela (2001, 2006), Hvide (2002), Che and Gale (2003), and Rajan and Reichelstein (2006, 2009). Unlike models in which the incentive scheme is designed to induce an optimal e¤ort level, our prize scheme is designed to induce an optimal risk-taking level. Thus, our paper is closer to Hvide (2002). In his paper, two agents compete to achieve a higher performance. 2



Each agent chooses not only his e¤ort level but also the variance of his performance under symmetric information. Hvide then proposes a modi…ed rank dependent incentive scheme which induces the optimal e¤ort level discouraging an excessive risk-taking. On the other hand, in our paper, each agent is endowed with a status quo technology as private information and decides whether to try a new technology. Our main interest is in designing a prize scheme which induces "right types" to take a risk. Since risk-taking in our model means trying a new technology, we can also interpret prize schemes as an incentive for experimentation. Unlike multi-armed bandit models1 in which the decision maker has an incentive to try a risky choice because of its dynamic character, our model focuses on the static problem where agents have no incentive to try a new technology without any prize scheme. The optimal prize scheme is designed to induce the optimal experimentation level in such situations. 2



Model



There are I agents, i = 1; 2; ::; I; who compete to solve a problem. When agent i …nds a solution at ti 2 [0; 1) and he is the n-th agent who …nds a solution, he receives prize zn 2 [0; 1) at ti : A prize scheme is then de…ned as z 2 Z where Z is 9 8 < (i) zn+1 zn for any n = : (z1 ; z2 ; ::; zn ; ::; zI ) 2 [0; 1]I : PI ; : z =1 (ii) n=1 n



In short, Z is the set of prizes such that (i) the prize is higher if the ranking is higher and (ii) the prize budget is 1. When the agent …nds a solution at t and receives prize x 2 R; his payo¤ is determined



by u(x; t) which satis…es the following assumptions.



Assumption 1. Given any t 2 [0; 1); u(x; t) is continuous and strictly increasing in x:



Assumption 2. Given any x 2 [0; 1); u(x; t) is continuous and strictly decreasing in t: In short, the agent prefers a larger prize if the delivery timing is the same. Moreover,



if the prize size is the same, the agent prefers an earlier delivery timing. The continuity 1



For a survey of multi-armed bandit models, see Bergemann, D., Valimaki, J (2008).
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guarantees that a small change in the timing or the prize size also brings a small change in the payo¤. There are two possible problem solving methods: one is a safe method, S; and the other is a risky method, R: The safe method is to solve the problem by the status quo technology. Formally, let



i



2



= [



min ; max ]



be agent i’s technology which is private



information. With the safe method, agent i can ensure …nding a solution at i



with probability 1. It is assumed that



i



i,



i.e., ti =



is independently drawn from an absolutely



continuous distribution function G( ) with supp(g) =



: On the other hand, the risky



method is to try a new technology where the time to …nd a solution ti is uncertain. Formally, as the case of search models in which experimentation is modeled as a random draw from a distribution of technologies, when agent i chooses the risky method, the time to …nd a solution ti is independently drawn from an absolutely continuous distribution



(t) with



supp( ) = [0; T ]:2 The following two assumptions specify the economic environment we are interested in. Assumption 3.



min



> 0 and



max



< T:



This assumption provides the key characteristic of the risky method. With this method, any type has a chance to outperform the best type who uses the safe method. On the other hand, any type who employs the risky method can be outperformed by the worst type,



max ;



who uses the safe method. Assumption 4.



R



(t)u(x; t)dt < u(x;



max )



for any x > 0:



This assumption states that, without any incentive scheme, every type prefers to stay with his status quo technology. Thus, in our setting, whenever an agent uses the risky method, it is induced by a prize scheme. The timing of the game is as follows. First, Nature independently draws the type of each agent from distribution G( ): Then, each agent simultaneously chooses a problem solving method. When an agent …nds a solution, he receives a prize based on his ranking n and a prize scheme z, that is, if he is the n-th agent who solves the problem, he receives zn . 2



We assume that is independent of : However, even if long as is su¢ ciently "close" between types.
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depends on ; all results are preserved as



To de…ne the agent’s strategy, let A = fS; Rg be the set of actions. A problem solving



strategy of agent i is then a mapping



i



! A.3 We analyze the game with Bayesian



:



Nash equilibrium. Moreover, since we are interested in how the number of agents I can a¤ect the equilibrium, we focus on symmetric equilibria, i.e., 3



i( i)



=



j( j)



if



i



=



j:



Equilibrium



This section analyzes the equilibrium. First, we provide a general property of equilibria. Second, we analyze the equilibrium under a winner-take-all scheme. We start with introducing an important class of strategies. A strategy is a cuto¤ strategy if there exists ^ such that, whenever < ^, ( ) = S and, whenever > ^; ( ) = R: An equilibrium is a cuto¤ equilibrium if it consists entirely of a cuto¤ strategy. The following proposition establishes the existence of equilibria and characterizes them. Proposition 1. Given any prize scheme z 2 Z; there exists a cuto¤ equilibrium. More-



over, any equilibrium is a cuto¤ equilibrium. Proof. See appendix.



Observe that, given a cuto¤ strategy pro…le, the expected payo¤ from the risky method is independent of the type, while the expected payo¤ from the safe method is decreasing in the type. Hence, whenever the equilibrium cuto¤ is an interior point of



; the equilibrium



cuto¤ can be constructed so that the risky and the safe methods are indi¤erent for the cuto¤ type. On the other hand, whenever such a cuto¤ type does not exist, the equilibrium cuto¤ strategy is degenerated, that is, all types play the same strategy. An intuition of the second part of the proposition is as follows. Suppose that type risky method given a strategy pro…le. Note that any 0



00







0



prefers the safe method to the



0



can …nd a solution earlier than



with the safe method, while the expected time to …nd a solution with the risky method is



the same for all types. Hence, type



00



also prefers the safe to the risky method.



In the rest of this section, we analyze a popular prize scheme in practice. A prize scheme is winner-take-all if z1 = 1 and zn = 0 for all n 6= 1: A patent system is a typical example 3



We focus on pure strategies since the set of types who play a mixed strategy in equilibrium has always measure zero.
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of the winner-take-all scheme. The next proposition states that there exists a generically unique equilibrium under the winner-take-all scheme. Some low types always use the risky method even if this tends to take a much longer time to …nd a solution than the safe method. Moreover, when the number of competitors is su¢ ciently large, the winner-take-all scheme induces all agents to take a risk. Proposition 2. Suppose the prize scheme is winner-take-all. There exists a generically unique equilibrium. Moreover, the equilibrium cuto¤ is strictly smaller than



max :



Further-



more, all types use the risky method in the equilibrium if I is su¢ ciently large. Proof. See appendix. While the uniqueness of equilibrium is far from trivial, the risk-taking e¤ect is analogous to other winner-take-all models.4 Observe that the worst type has no chance to win the race when all types use the safe method. Hence, even if the expected time to …nd a solution with the risky method is much longer, the worst type always has an incentive to use the risky method. Thus, there is no equilibrium where all types use the safe method in the winnertake-all scheme. When the number of agents becomes larger given a cuto¤ strategy pro…le, the winner tends to be an agent who uses the risky method and …nds a solution before Thus, when the number of agents is su¢ ciently large, even type



min



min :



has no incentive to use



the safe method. 4



Optimal prize scheme



Suppose there is a prize designer who has a rational preference over the set of cuto¤ strategy pro…les. His preference may depend on the situation. For instance, suppose that a …rm manager wishes to …nd a solution of a problem as quickly as possible. If the risky method is likely to take much longer than the safe method, the manager may want all agents to use the safe method. On the other hand, consider an innovation prize organizer whose interest is in a technological breakthrough. He may then wish to promote risk-taking as much as possible. We de…ne optimal problem solving (OPS) as the cuto¤ strategy pro…le the 4



For instance, in Tirole (1988), …rms choose a risky project in a R&D race. Hvide and Kristiansen (2003) show that agents take a risk under a winner-take-all contest. Dekel and Scotchmer (1999) show that nature favors a risk-taking preference in a winner-take-all environment.
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designer prefers the most. Then, OPS is characterized by the cuto¤ type, denoted by ^OP S : Given OPS, prize scheme z is the optimal prize scheme if OPS is an equilibrium strategy pro…le given prize scheme z. Before investigating a general situation, we provide an example of optimal prize schemes. Example 1. Consider the case where ^OP S =



max ,



that is, the designer wishes all agents



not to take any risk. In this case, one of optimal prize schemes is zn =



1 I



for all n: Note



that, under this scheme, the payo¤ of each agent only depends on the absolute performance, that is, the scheme is rank-independent. Since all agents prefer the safe to the risky method without any competitive prize, this scheme is optimal. Note that, any prize scheme which is “close”enough to the rank independent scheme is also optimal in this case. Turning to the general case, the next proposition states that whenever the winner-takeall scheme induces a risk-taking level which is higher than the optimal, the existence of an optimal prize scheme is guaranteed. Let ^W T A (I) be the equilibrium cuto¤ in the winnertake-all scheme given I. Proposition 3. There exists an optimal prize scheme if ^OP S



^W T A (I).



Proof. See appendix. The idea of the proof is as follows. Suppose we parameterize a prize scheme by that the prize scheme converges to the winner-take-all as



so



goes to 0, while it converges to



the rank independent scheme as



goes to 1. In other words, controls the “competitive pressure”of the prize scheme. If ^OP S ^W T A (I); we can show that the expected payo¤ for type ^OP S from the risky method is higher than that from the safe method as goes to 0: On the other hand, as



goes to 1, the expected payo¤ for type ^OP S from the risky method



is lower than that from the safe method by Assumption 4: Then, if the expected payo¤ given OPS is continuous in , there exists 0 such that, for type ^OP S ; the expected payo¤ from the risky method is the same as that from the safe method given



0



: Intuitively, when the



winner-take-all scheme induces an excessive risk-taking, the designer can induce the optimal risk-taking by reducing the competitive pressure. 7



Remark 1. It is not obvious whether ^OP S



^W T A (I) is a necessary condition for the



existence of an optimal prize scheme. If there is a scheme which can promote more risk-taking than the winner-take-all scheme, an optimal scheme can exist when ^OP S < ^W T A (I): Note that it is not clear that the winner-take-all scheme always promotes more risk-taking than other schemes. To see the point, consider a prize scheme which rewards only the …rst and second ranked. Then, compared to the winner-take-all scheme, the probability of receiving some prize becomes higher for both risky and safe methods. However, since the risky method and the safe method are not ordered in terms of the …rst order dominance, it is di¢ cult to see which method gains more from the second prize. The next proposition states that, whenever the number of agents is su¢ ciently large, an optimal prize scheme always exists. Proposition 4. Given any OPS, there exists an optimal prize scheme if I is su¢ ciently large. Proof. The proof is immediate from Proposition 2 and 3. Recall that, by Proposition 2, the equilibrium cuto¤ type in the winner-take-all scheme is



min



for su¢ ciently large I: The



existence of an optimal prize scheme is thus guaranteed by Proposition 3. Q.E.D. An intuition of Proposition 4 is the following. By increasing the number of agents under the winner-take-all scheme, the designer can induce the equilibrium risk-taking level which is higher than the optimal level. Thus, if the number of agents is su¢ ciently large, the designer can induce OPS by choosing a prize scheme with a lower competitive pressure. 5



Concluding remarks



This paper shows that competitive prizes can be an e¤ective incentive scheme to induce an optimal level of risk-taking/experimentation. Our results provide some insights into the design of prize schemes in the real world. For example, the goal of the Archon Genomics X PRIZE is to “inspire breakthrough genome sequencing innovations and technologies.” This prize is awarded to the …rst team that succeeds in sequencing 100 whole human genomes to an unprecedented level of accuracy. If the size of the prize is large enough to attract su¢ ciently 8



many contestants, this prize scheme provides an incentive to take a new approach and thus maximizes the chance of a breakthrough. In motor sports, the point system is usually based on the ranking in each race rather than the lap record, while points are often awarded not only to the top …nisher but also lower ranked …nishers. Such a point system might be optimal if the prize designer has to balance the drivers’risk-taking level and their completion rate. In the case of academics, the reward system is far from winner-take-all. The …rst solution to an open question tends to be published in a top ranked journal. On the other hand, when another researcher subsequently …nds a simpler solution, it can be also published in a …eld journal. If the purpose of research is not only a breakthrough but also a re…nement of existing solutions, such a “prize scheme”may be optimal. 6 6.1



Appendix Proof of Proposition 1



The proof consists of two steps. Step 1. There exists a cuto¤ equilibrium. Let qn (ti jI; ^) be the probability that agent i becomes the n-th ranked agent conditional on ti given a cuto¤ strategy pro…le with cuto¤ ^. Suppose i = ^: The expected payo¤ from the safe method for agent i given z is US ( i jI; ^) =



X n



qn ( i jI; ^)u(zn ; i ):



On the other hand, the expected payo¤ from the risky method for agent i given z is XZ ^ UR ( i jI; ) = qn (ti jI; ^) (ti )u(zn ; ti )dti : n



ti



Note that both US ( i jI; ^) and UR ( i jI; ^) are continuous in ^: Now, let



^ (z) =



8 > > > < > > > :



^ max min



if there exists ^ such that UR ( i jI; ^) = US ( i jI; ^) if UR ( i jI; ^) < US ( i jI; ^) for any ^



if UR ( i jI; ^) > US ( i jI; ^) for any ^ 9



Observe that US ( jI; ^ (z)) is strictly decreasing in and UR ( jI; ^ (z)) is constant in : Thus, if j > ( (


incentive to deviate for any type.



Step 2. Any equilibrium is a cuto¤ equilibrium. Suppose not. Then, for some



0



>



i chooses the safe method, given any the rank of agent i with the safe method for



00



i



00



; ( 0 ) = S; and ( 00 ) = R: Note that, when agent i;



the rank of agent i with



6.2



0



=



00



is higher than



= 0 . Then, since zn is decreasing in n; the expected payo¤ from 0



is strictly higher than that for



: Then, since the expected payo¤



from the risky method is the same for any type, it is pro…table for whenever



i



00



to use the safe method



prefers to use the safe method, a contradiction. Q.E.D.



Proof of Proposition 2



First, we establish that any equilibrium cuto¤ type is strictly smaller than max : Suppose ^ i = : Note that, whenever agent i uses the safe method and there are some agents who also use the safe method, the payo¤ from the safe method for agent i is zero. Then, the expected payo¤ from the safe method for agent i given a cuto¤ strategy pro…le with ^ is US ( i jI; ^) = q1 ( i jI; ^)u(1; i ) = (1



G(^))I 1 (1



(^))I 1 u(1; i ):



On the other hand, the expected payo¤ from the risky method for agent i given a cuto¤ strategy pro…le with ^ is Z ^ q1 (ti jI; ^) (ti )u(1; i )dti UR ( i jI; ) = ti



Observe that as ^ !



max



all agents use the safe method. Hence, lim^!



On the other hand, given ti ;



Thus, lim^! lower than



max



max :



8 < [1 ^ lim q1 (ti jI; ) = ^! max :



G(ti )]I 0 if ti



1



if ti 



max



max



q1 ( i jI; ^) = 0:



:



max



[UR ( i jI; ^) US ( i jI; ^)] > 0: Hence, the equilibrium cuto¤ type is strictly 10



Second, we prove the uniqueness of the cuto¤ equilibrium. To establish uniqueness, we show the following claim. 0 0 0 Claim 1. If UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 0 given i such that j > ^ for all 00 00 0 0 j 6= i; then UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^00 US ( i jI; ^ )j i =^00 > UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 for ^00 > ^0 :



Case 1. Suppose



i



00 is such that ^ >



j



0



>^ >



for some j and j 0 : Then, if



j0



i



0



=^;



the probability that agent i wins the contest with the risky method is Pr(ti < minf



min



j2fj 0 6=ij



Note that, given such minj2fj 0 6=ij



j



00 0 


Pr(ti < minf



j:



#fj 0 j



i;



Thus,



min



j2fj 0 6=ij



j



0 0 


j;



min j2fj 0 j



j



j



j;



0 0 


0 > ^g



j0



0 0 >^ g



min j2fj 0 6=ij



#fj 0 j



j0



j



0 0 >^ g



tj g):



00 > ^ g and minj2fj 0 6=ij



tj g) < Pr(ti < minf



j;



min



j2fj 0 6=ij



j



00 0 


j



0 0 


min j2fj 0 j



j



00 0 >^ g



j



=



tj g)



00 0 Thus, UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^00 > UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 : Since the expected payo¤ from the safe method 00 0 is zero for both ^ and ^ given such i ; 00



UR ( i jI; ^ )j



^00 i=



0



> UR ( i jI; ^ )j



^0



i=



00



US ( i jI; ^ )j 0



US ( i jI; ^ )j



^00 i= ^0



i=



00



= UR ( i jI; ^ )j 0



= UR ( i jI; ^ )j



^00



i=



^0 :



i=



0 Case 2. Suppose i is such that j > ^ for any j 6= i but there exists some j 0 such 00 00 that j 0 < ^ : Note that the expected payo¤ from the safe method for i = ^ is 0. Then, if 0



UR ( i jI; ^ )j



^0



i=



0



US ( i jI; ^ )j



^0



i=



00



UR ( i jI; ^ )j 0



> UR ( i jI; ^ )j given such



^00 i= ^0 i=



0 given



such that



i



00



US ( i jI; ^ )j 0



US ( i jI; ^ )j



^00 i=



j



0



> ^ for all j; we have 00



= UR ( i jI; ^ )j



^00



i=



^0



i=



i:



00 0 00 Case 3. Suppose i is such that j > ^ for all i 6= j: Then, UR ( i jI; ^ ) = UR ( i jI; ^ ) 00 0 00 00 and US ( i jI; ^ ) < US ( i jI; ^ ) given such i : Hence, UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^00 US ( i jI; ^ )j i =^00 > 0 0 UR ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 given such i : i=



i=
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0 0 00 Case 4. Suppose i is such that j < ^ for all i 6= j: Then, UR ( i jI; ^ ) = UR ( i jI; ^ ) and 00 0 00 00 US ( i jI; ^ ) = US ( i jI; ^ ) = 0 given such i : Hence, UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^00 US ( i jI; ^ )j i =^00 = 0 0 UR ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 given such i : i=



i=



Then, Claim 1 is immediate from the fact



i



is determined by i.i.d. draw from G( ):



Now we are ready to establish uniqueness. Observe that, given any 0 0 0 for some j; we have UR ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 = UR ( i jI; ^ )j



i



such that



j



0







> 0: Thus, if 0 UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 = 0; we always have UR ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j i =^0 < 0 0 00 00 given i such that j > ^ for all j 6= i: Then, by Claim 1, UR ( i jI; ^ ) US ( i jI; ^ ) > 0 0 0 0 0 whenever UR ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 US ( i jI; ^ )j ^0 = 0. Then, whenever ^ is such that UR ( i jI; ^ ) = 0



i=



0



i=



i=



0



^0



i=



i=



0 0 US ( i jI; ^ ), ^ is the unique solution.



Finally, we prove that the equilibrium cuto¤ type is



min



for su¢ ciently large I:



First, to establish the existence of a cuto¤ equilibrium with



min ;



suppose all types use



the risky method. Then, since the probability of being the winner is the same for all agents, the expected payo¤ of each type is at least I1 u(1; T ): Then, suppose an agent with type min



deviates and uses the safe method. In this case, the expected payo¤ for this agent is



(1



(



I 1 u(1; min ): min ))



Observe that lim



I(1



(



u(1; T )



I!1



Hence, for su¢ ciently large I; US ( to deviate from the risky method. Second, to establish that



I 1 u(1; min ) min ))



min jI; min )



= 0:



< I1 u(1; T ), that is, no type has incentive



is the only equilibrium cuto¤ type for large I; suppose there exists a cuto¤ equilibrium with ^ > min : Suppose i = min : Then, the expected payo¤ min



from the safe method for agent i is US ( i jI; ^) = where



I X



(



k min )) u(1; min )



k=0



0



Pr(kjI; ^) = @



Then, limI!1 US ( i jI; ^) = 0:



Pr(kjI; ^)(1



I



1 k



1



A (1 12



G(^))k G(^)I



k 1



:



On the other hand, if agent i deviates to the risky method, the expected payo¤ is at least 1 u(1; min ) I



(



min ):



Then, note that IUS ( i jI; ^) = 0: I!1 u(1; min ) ( min ) lim



Hence, for su¢ ciently large I; US ( 6.3



min jI;



^) < 1 u(1; I



min )



(



min );



a contradiction. Q.E.D.



Proof of Proposition 3



The proof is constructive. Consider any ( (i) (ii) (iii)



8n;



))In=1 such that



n(



: [0; 1] ! [0; 1] is continuous 8 < 1 if n = 1 lim !0 n ( ) = : 0 if n 6= 1 n



lim



PI



(iv) (v)



) = 1=I for any n



n(



!1



n=1



n(



)



An example of such function is 8 < 1 PN 1 n=1 n( ) = 1 : [1 I



n(



n+1 (



1 [1 I



(1



)=1 ) for any n



(1



)wn ] if n = 1



:



)wn ] if n > 1



with appropriate (w1 ; w2 ; ::; wI 1 ): Then, let zn =



n(



) and suppose



i



= ^OP S : Given OPS, the expected payo¤ from the



safe method for agent i is US ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) =



X n



qn ( i jI; ^OP S )u(



n(



The expected payo¤ from the risky method for agent i is XZ ^ UR ( i j ; I; OP S ) = qn (ti jI; ^OP S ) (ti )u( n



Since



n(



); i ):



n(



); ti )dti :



ti



) is continuous in ; both US ( i j ; I) and UR ( i j ; I) are also continuous in :
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Now, by property (iii) of



n(



); we have



1 lim US ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) = u( ; ^i ); !1 Z I 1 lim UR ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) = (ti )u( ; ti )dti : !1 I ti Then, by Assumption 4, lim [UR ( i j ; I; ^OP S )



US ( i j ; I; ^OP S )] < 0:



!1



On the other hand, by property (ii) of



); we have



n(



lim US ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) = q1 ( i jI; ^OP S )u(1; i ); !0 Z lim UR ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) = q1 (ti jI; ^OP S ) (ti )u(1; ti )dti : !0



ti



Note that as



! 0; the prize scheme coverages to the winner-take-all scheme. Thus, as we showed in the proof of Proposition 2, if i = ^; then lim !0 [UR ( i j ; I; ^) US ( i j ; I; ^)] 0



for any ^



^W T A (I): Thus, if ^OP S



^W T A (I); then



lim [UR ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) !0



US ( i j ; I; ^OP S )]



0



Since UR ( i j ; I; ^OP S )



US ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) is continuous in given OPS, there exists 2 [0; 1] such that UR ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) US ( i j ; I; ^OP S ) = 0: Hence, UR ( 0 j ; I; ^OP S ) > ( (


[5] Fershtman,C., Rubinstein, A., "A Simple Model of Equilibrium in Search Procedures", Journal of Economic Theory, 1997 [6] Hvide, H., "Tournament rewards and risk taking," Journal of Labor Economics, 2002 [7] Hvide, H., Kristiansen, E., "Risk taking in selection contests," Games and Economic Behavior, 2003 [8] Krakel, M., "Optimal risk taking in an uneven tournament game with risk averse players," Journal of Mathematical Economics, 2008 [9] Lazear, E., Rosen, S., "Rank-Order Tournaments as Optimum Labor Contracts," Journal of Political Economy, 1981 [10] Moldovanu, B., Sela, A., "The optimal allocation of prizes in contests," American Economic Review, 2001 [11] Moldovanu, B., Sela, A., "Contest architecture," Journal of Economic Theory, 2006 [12] Rajan, M. V. and Reichelstein, S., "Subjective Performance Indicators and Discretionary Bonus Pools," Journal of Accounting Research, 2006 [13] Rajan, M. V. and Reichelstein, S., "Objective versus Subjective Indicators of Managerial Performance", The Accounting Review, 2009 [14] Taylor, C., "Digging for Golden Carrots: An analysis of research tournaments," American Economics Review, 1995 [15] Tirole, J., The Theory of Industrial Organization, MIT Press (1988)
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